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Auto mechanic shops near me open sunday

By David Pitt, AP Personal Finance WriterDES MOINES, Iowa (AP) - Cars on the road are older than they've ever been, sporting an average age of 11 years. And you can be sure that many don't get the care they need. In a survey last summer by AAA, about a quarter of drivers said they neglected maintenance and repairs in the previous 12 months to save money. Older cars
are no longer under warranty, so owners are paying for more repairs out of their own pockets, said Art Shaw, chief executive of RepairPal Inc. in Emeryville, Calif., which offers repair estimates and shop recommendations. Maintenance costs become much more important because they are a significant chunk of the average car owner's budget. It all adds up to the fact that finding
a credible mechanic should be a top priority. This is actually becoming a much bigger deal faster than people understand, Shaw said. Whether it's replacing a headlight, a battery, or something more serious, asking the right questions before choosing a workshop is essential. There are some basic tips to follow to make sure the mechanic jacks up your car and not your bill.- Get
recommendations Use your social network to get referrals from colleagues, friends and family. If you're active on Facebook or other websites, you can get some good feedback on reliable and honest mechanics. Once you have a list of stores check the Better Business Bureau database for any history of complaints. Several websites offer lists of stores. On www.repairpal.com,
users can search by zip code and car model. The company also offers a smartphone app. Other online resources include www.aaa.com/repair and www.edmunds.com/repairshops.- Check for qualificationsIt is important to look for and ask about whether a store's mechanics carry any certifications. A few of the options include: AAA Approved Auto Repair: A Program by AAA. About
8,000 approved stores are inspected and must pass standards set by the auto club. They must provide customers with written estimates, return replaced parts and offer a 12-month warranty. ASA: Automotive Service Association: Its members agree to comply with a code of ethics, including reasonable prices, skilled technicians, and price estimates. It holds annual conventions
focusing on technical and management training. ASE: A nonprofit group, the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence tests and certifies mechanics. They must pass an exam and have at least two years of experience. New testing is required every five years to maintain certification. They display a blue and white ASE logo. SAE: An international association of engineers
and technical experts in the aerospace, automotive and commercial vehicle industries offering training, standards and technical publications. Another question to ask is their equipment. Computer diagnostic equipment and access online repair systems - which provide the latest repair manuals and instructions - are basic tools of trade these days.- Compare Compare mechanics
typically charge for labor of the hour. Generally, the rate can range from about $50 an hour to more than $100 an hour. When you get an estimate, it's usually based on a fixed rate. This means that the mechanic looks up how long the repair should take for your particular car, and then uses a fixed hourly rate and the cost of parts to calculate a total. The big difference in possible
labor costs means what you pay can vary greatly from one garage to another. Before you have your car worked on, ask what happens if the repair doesn't take as long as estimates and see if you're happy with the answer. In addition to labor, you will also have to pay for parts. Make sure the store uses parts made by the automakers. Parts such as starters, generators and radiators
can vary widely in quality. Simply shopping for the cheapest garage gets a lot of consumers in trouble, said Shaw, RepairPal CEO. Quality stores invest in training their mechanics, diagnostic tools and equipment. While shopping, be sure to ask if the garage charges separately to diagnose what is wrong. Today's cars are usually put in a computer to pinpoint the problem and a
$100 charge is common. If you receive an estimate that seems steep, try an online calculator to help measure whether it's out of line. For example, please visit www.automd.com/repaircost.- Assess customer serviceChoose a garage that willingly offers a detailed written estimate and ensures that the costs will not significantly exceed this amount unless they check with you. See
also what type of warranty the store offers for repairs. Parts and labour should be guaranteed for a period or number of miles. AAA certified stores offer 12 months or 12,000 miles, for example. Before settling on a mechanic, visit the store for an oil change or tire rotation. This gives you time to potentially interact with other customers, watch the operation and get a feel for how the
business works. Copyright 2011 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. The automotive service centers at Walmart and Sears are open on Sundays. While the specific hours vary from place to place, both of these retailers offer automatic repair seven days a week. The services available at Walmart's
automotive centers are more limited than those at Sears. At Walmart, consumers can install new tires and batteries. Oil changes, fluid tests and other preventive maintenance tasks scheduled at regular intervals on the car are also available. Walmart is giving consumers a slip and a barcode so they can shop at the associated Walmart store and scan the barcode of readers placed
throughout instead of finding out if the car is ready or not. Sears Auto Services offers a more comprehensive range of maintenance for consumers. Out batteries, oil changes and regular scheduled maintenance, Sears also offers brake repair and suspension and steering and inspection and repair of the car's electrical system. While nearly all Walmart has a car center, not all of
Sears offers automotive services. But as of 2015, there are more than 700 Sears car locations in the United States. Sears also allows customers to book a repair agreement online to minimize wait times. Car Bibles are reader-supported. When you buy through links on our website, we can earn an affiliate commission. Read more This current age requires a need to be properly
informed about car technology issues; Whether you are a car owner, a student, an auto technician or a professional mechanic, it requires to know about cars help from professional, well-researched items that are further collected in detailed books. Such books will further help with extensive research, analysis and comprehensive knowledge of the types of equipment, methods,
procedures, services, repairs and maintenance that involve the automotive world. What's more, these books are gradually transforming the industry and creating sustainable ways to improve. For a detailed insight, we've compiled below a selection of the best auto mechanic books out there. The best Auto Mechanic Book If you're after one of the most detailed and comprehensive
auto mechanic books, here you have it on How the Cars by Tom Newton. This is a book that typically explains two hundred and fifty of the most essential car parts and their functionalities with detailed explanations and diagrams for a more efficient and comprehensive read. How Cars Work helps deliver information in just the right proportion and sections to provide the necessary
mechanical training to help any reader decipher, treat and diagnose things related to cars and their mode of operation. The author of this book, Tom Newton, is a psychologist who originally published it as a miniature textbook for students to read and understand the basics of how cars work. Eventually, it spurred a more generic tool used by those seeking more detailed
information, and even by mechanics who seek to help their customers get a better picture of repairs and operations. Deanna Sclar is an auto-repair expert, and with over 400,000 copies of this car technician book sold, it's certain that it provides good content. With the increasing popularity of car repairs by itself, Auto Repair For Dummies takes up space in the survey that most
people require. This book has been adequately arranged in a convenient way to appeal to the reader and their need for research. What's more, it intuitively puts important information about repairs in an appropriate location right after the corresponding information on each car technology section. This is done so that the reader can access the process of repairs immediately after
finding out the overview of a section, and this arrangement also aids in future searches when need immediate information. Automatic repair of includes a wide range of vehicles, including hybrid cars and other vehicles with different fuel types. This book also provides intuitive knowledge and tips on maintenance and repairs that help save costs and trips to the mechanic and also
provide the extent to which professional help is needed to avoid problems. Hayne's publications have published this next book, which is filled with vital information about cars, trucks, and many other vehicles, making this publication a generic read. This is a manual exclusively for repairs that provides all the information readers will need to know about and follow accordingly. OBD-II
&amp; Electronic Engine Management Systems provides detailed explanations of repairs with images and illustrations for the most comprehensive application. It provides a breakdown of the steps to follow and the way in which they should be learned. What's more, the images featured in this book are up to an excellent 700 images all guaranteed for proper support in automotive
repair. In addition, the book also includes troubleshooting sections that help the reader to fully understand certain modes of operation of each vehicle, and the causes and solutions to certain problems. This will help further help students take out guess-work in repairs for more focus on the repair itself. Apart from the mechanical aspects of automotive repair, wiring and electrical
systems can be quite complicated. For many with the privilege of having manuals dealing with repair, this aspect may not be as comprehensive as expected. Therefore, the importance of Tony Candela's Automotive Wiring and Electrical Systems (Workbench Series). Tony Candela, for 20 years, has been actively practicing in automotive electronics. He has also given countless
and numerous seminars on the basics of automotive electronics, wiring, and more. This is why this workbench series actively has in it, a lot of commonly sought after information on the subject, as well as the deep essentials. This book covers several electrical principles, all the necessary tools needed to get the job done properly and more efficiently, and also an in-depth analysis
of installations. This publication also teaches how to directly perform excellent jobs when it comes to wiring, and all other topics on electrical systems are needed to guide a reader adequately. Over the years it has become clear that the technology needed for tuning engines has advanced, and so it is mandatory that sufficient knowledge is passed on for proper use and for a better
understanding of the necessary tools and methods. The need to fine-tune the engines sufficiently cannot be stressed too much, as the overall performance of the engine determines the overall performance of the car. This makes it possible to use publications like this one that provide advanced knowledge for effective engines and the processes involved in their adaptation. Greg
Banish, the author, is a renowned calibration engineer with over 5 years of experience in He actively works with one of the largest car manufacturing companies and plays an important role in the calibration industry. His publication, Engine Management: Advanced Tuning covers a lot about tuning engines and includes most of his real life encounters with practical applications that
are sure to provide a broader view of the topic of calibration and support in a reader's research. In the Motorbooks Workshop book series, Tracy Martin has published over five books, with some related to automotive electrical systems, and the rest on other automotive topics. When it comes to automotive electrical systems, Tracy Martin – How to Diagnose and Repair Automotive
Electrical Systems (Motorbooks Workshop) is a great pick for down-to-earth explanations and illustrations for readers and professionals to use and recommend to others. Tracy Martin significantly breaks down the subject of automotive electrical systems and provides the necessary information for diagnosing problems, deciphering complex and rare electrical cases, and also
conducting appropriate repairs. In addition, the book covers a wide range of equipment needed for car repairs, especially when it comes to the electrical systems. It also covers detailed specifications and knowledge of key sectors such as storage batteries, ignition rooms, fuel injection and much more. All in all, this publication includes several troubleshooting sections that help with
diagnosis and understanding. If you are on a mission to pimp your current trip, this next publication is a good pick as it is centered on delivering the most understandable car hacks. While it is completely impossible to directly turn a car from one does to the other, what this book offers are profoundly changing techniques to change certain aspects that are not included in the car's
original engineered design. David Vespremi – Car Hacks &amp; Mods For Dummies provides information on how to choose a car to adequately change, how to improve the overall design and appearance of the car with detailed representation, how to choose the right external parts to make use of, and create the best technological procedures to better improve the car's bend. In
addition, you will get to learn how to enter the engine control unit to further promote the mechanical capacity and efficiency of the vehicle like increasing its mileage, fuel insertion factors, regulation of the cooling fan, and more. This next book is one that focuses on courses related to automotive technology. It has an in-depth knowledge of the principles of automotive technology, its
diagnosis, and also automotive service. It also focuses on providing students with the necessary information and outlines related to the above automotive automotive topics. This serves as an additional reference point for advanced technicians to refer back to and provide the most effective knowledge required for certification in the automotive industry and is still effective for
readers to use. All topics in The James D. Haldeman - Automotive Technology: Principles, Diagnosis and Service (5th edition) are conveniently illustrated and divided into short sections that are guaranteed to provide students with easy-to-read coverage of the trade, and as a guiding tool, to ensure maximum efficiency when practicing. James D. Haldeman, the author, has over 20
years of automotive service experience and has delivered countless seminars on the subject of automotive technology, making his publication a certified excellent one for students and ordinary readers. For a successful journey into the world of automotive service, this next book is sure to be the right guide. Tim Gilles's Automotive Service: Inspection, Maintenance, Repair has all
necessary chapters for detailed expansion on electric cars and other vehicles as well. It also provides sufficient information when learning about service and repair – one of these is the latest Automotive Service Excellence Education Foundation Program Standards that helps the reader to fully understand what is required for certification and more. Also included are the major
courses centered on automotive technology and their counterparts, all of which are essential to a successful journey into the world of automotive service. The author, Tom Gilles, is passionate about what he does, and with over 38 years of experience in automotive technology, he has gained solid ground in the industry. His publication covers his acquired knowledge with
extremely illustrative procedures, instructions and photos, and with sections on troubleshooting and repairs, all very crucial to the growth of a person's career in automotive technology. James E. Duffy poses to be a very effective author when it comes to car mechanic books, with many best-selling books. James E. Duffy – Auto Body Repair Technology is a publication filled with
up-to-date information on the latest practices in automotive technology, as well as in-depth knowledge of industry-based procedures. It has a powerful collection of the latest Automotive Service Excellence Education Foundation Collision Repair as well as ASE's Painting Program Standards. In addition, the book is aimed at providing readers with the best solution to problems
during repairs and operations, and seeks to provide all the essential information needed to survive and perform effortless and excellent repairs as a car technician. What's more, it helps in all the structural aspects of repairs, reconstruction, damage, design, painting, painting, and correctly taking a vehicle from its broken form into a work of art. Overall, this publication provides the
necessary information on electric vehicles as well as hybrid cars and on the use of different methods and different equipment on collision issues. Our best choice for today is Tom Newton's How Cars Work This book offers the most comprehensive and user-friendly educational tools. Its convenient method of delivery is what makes this a recommended choice even by mechanics,
giving readers a sufficient overview of what needs to be known. Tom Newton's How Cars Work has one of the most illustrative patterns of explanation because it was originally written with the intention of aiding high school students to better understand the parts and functionalities of a car. The simplicity of this book has now been an advantage; with in-depth knowledge being
transferred. Add your rating
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